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ABSTRACT 
This thesis iuvo]ves the forrnation of a structured algorithrn for 
d(•tPrrnining the1 s(•que1ncPs which are gone through during tJu~ forrnation of slots 
in workpieces. 'l'h<1 types of slots for which sequences are ·determined arc 
straight, 'l', V, and dc>vPtai I. 
'l'hr algorithn1 is incorporated in a prograrn whose main procedure calls 
othrr procPdures, each of whirh rc\presents a particular cutting tool. Given the 
specific~ations of a finished slot, t.'he algorithrn backtracks toward a starting block 
of solid n·1aterial as it drterrnines the process sequence for the slot. f~ach of the 
tool proced ur(•s deterrni nc·s the rut ting .pararneters if it is f casi ble to use the 
partirul~r too·!. 'J'he procPdurPs are continually invoked until the process plan is 
con1plet<'. or until it is deterrni1H·d that no plan can b<' specified with t.hfl 
pa r a r n <' t f' rs as i n d i ca t <' < i-. 
rl'h<· pararn<'1 f'rs of t }ip pror<'S'.-i plans ar<' out put in th<' forrns of route· 
sheets and operation sh<1<·ts, w.hirh identify the particular tools used for each 
operation, as well as the operation nnrnber, t..he operation itself, and the 
rnachinP Looi, speed~ feed. and ·depth qf cut associate1d \\'Ith each pass. 
I 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the workings of a computer program designed to 
facilitate process planning of slots in discrete parts metal manufacturing. The 
results are, to a large extent, based on the work of Barash et al in [ 1 J, which 
entails the design of a recursive algorithm for determining process plans in 
drilling holes. The ultimate goal would be to combine the capabilities of both 
systems with those of other systems for the purpose of creating an integrated 
process planning system which could determine complete process plans for parts 
with varying geometric shapes and components. 
Barash et al in [I] define the machining function as follows: 
I 
F (.lws,opr )-+ mws 
where 
lws is a machined surface: the less worked slot, 
opr is a machining operation, 
mws is a more worked slot. 
1\pplying opr to lw.s produces mws. Lws can be solid metal. Mws then 
becomes the new lws, and another operation is applied. The sequence continues 
until the final specifications of the slot are met. 
The inversion of F1 could b.e seen as a process planning function [1 ). The 
input to the inverted function would be mws, and the output, through 
backtracking, would be the parameters lws and opr. The backtracking sequence 
would start with the finished workpiece, and continue until a solid piece of 
metal was reached. The problem with inverting F1 is that there is no single 
2 
inverted function. Instead, there are countless inverted functions, each 
corresponding to different tools with resulting workpiece dimensions. However, 
the inversion of F1 can be defined if this many-to-one relationship is taken into 
account. 
If a given tool is well defined according to its cutting capabilities and the 
dimensions it can produce, the 
. inverse of the machining function F1 can be 
I 
defined as follows: 
F i(mw·s )~ (lws,opr) 
There is a different Fi for. each tool/machining operation combination. It is a 
group of such Fi functions that forms the group of process planning functions to 
be used in the present algorithm. 
For each tooL therr exists one function~ or more acc·urately, procedure. 
F:arh of the F. procedures is invoked by tlH· rnain procedure~ FILL, which in 
I 
turn is invoked by the rnain program. Given the specifications of a finished 
slot, FILL invokes each of the Fi tool procedures in an attempt to determine 
the process parameters for a "'less worked slot." Initial feasibility is determined 
for each tool when the Fi procedure representing it calls function POSSIBLE. If 
POSSIBLE determines that it is technically feasible to machine the slot with 
the tool, the F. procedure then calls function ECONOMICAL, which determines 
l 
the . economic feasibility of using the tool. If ECONOMICAL is true, then the 
tool procedure finally calls procedure PLAN to determine the process parameters 
for that particular part .of the sequence. If use of a _particular tool does not 
complete the process plan, FILL continues to call the associated tool procedures 
until the process plan is complete. 
3 
Chapter 2 
BACKGROUND 
2.1 PROCESS PLANNING DEFINED 
Process planning is concerned with the specification of the sequence of 
manufacturing operations which a piece, or pieces, of material must undergo in 
order to form a finished product. Defining process planning in its loosest terms, 
the manufacturing operations involved would include any and all heat treating, 
machining, forging, assembly, finishing, inspection, and related tasks required to 
produce the finished product. In discrete part metal manufacturing, process 
planning is mainly involved with processes which include the following [4]: 
I. Assembly 
II. Heat treating 
A. Annealing 
B. Case hardening 
C. Through hardening 
D. Stress relieving 
III. Machining 
A. Turning 
B. Milling 
C. Drilling 
D. Boring 
E. Sawing 
IV. Inspection 
A. Measurement 
B. Sampling 
Another category which could be added to this list is pressworking. The 
initial forms of the material usually vary among bar stock, plate, castings, 
forgings, and slabs of metal of any geometry [ 4]. 
A developed proces~ plan is specified on a route sheet. This document 
lists each operation which the part must undergo, and generally indicates the 
4 
part number, part name, and part material, as well as the operation number, 
operation description, equipment, and setup description (including jigs and 
.. 
fixtures) for each operation involved. Some of these parameters might be 
recorded on an accompanying "operation sheet" instead of on the route sheet 
itself. A new operation number is specified only when the jig, fixture, or 
machine is changed. Operation numbers are usually given in increments of five 
or ten to facilitate insertion of additional operations at future times. 
Process p]anning has traditionally been performed by manufacturing 
engineers w·ho draw upon their experience and know ledge of process capabilities. 
Of course, in a given manufacturing setup, there might well be numerous ways 
to produce a given part, some ways not being as efficient as others. Depending 
on the part, one engineer's process plan might be significantly different from 
-
another's, even though each has the same bPginning and ending pieces. This 
can sometimes lead to confusion~ as \vell as inefficiency. in an organizatio.n. 
()utsidP of sonu· rather general guidelines~ there is no written set of rulcis 
to be follo\\1ed when determining t.he process plan for a given part. Although 
there is some logic involved, the infinite variety of parts, combined with the 
nun1erous manufacturing processes ~vailable, make it difficult to specify in detail 
exactly what the process planner should do to draw up the plan. A planner's 
ability tq specify efficient process sequences usually depends to a significant 
.extent upon his experience in manufacturing. This, too, is largely due to the 
·vast sea of parts and processes involved. Because experience is so important, 
effective process planners cannot be obtained "overnight." Yet their function ·is 
vital in the production sequence. 
Process planning is a major link between the design and manufacturing 
5 
sectors of the manufacturing organization. ln the interests of efficiency and 
general effectiveness, systems have been and are being developed which 
automatically or semi-automatically determine process plans with the aid of the 
computer. 
6 
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2.2 AUTOMATED PROCESS PLANNING 
Automated process planning, also known as computer-aided process 
planning (CAPP), is used in the generation of the manufacturing sequence 
parameters of given parts. It also offers the potential for reducing the routine 
clerical work of process engineers, and provides the oportunity to generate 
routings which are rational, consistent, and perhaps even optimal [8]. Early 
attempts to automate process planning have consisted largely of building 
computer-assisted systems for report generation, storage, and retrieval of plans, 
which have saved up to forty percent of the process planner's time [4]. 
A primary objective of CAPP is to reduce ( and perhaps eventually 
eliminate) the decision making required of the process planner. While 
attempting to meet this objective, it has the potential to reduce a) the skill 
required of the planner, b) process planning time, and c) both process planning 
and manufacturing costs /8]. Such reductions, of course, a]] lead to increase~ 
productivity within the firm. 
Figure 1 on the next page depicts the process planning modules and data 
bases which constitute a fully integrated process planning system. Although 
most of the functions shown do not exist in any systems at present, the figure 
illustrates that CAP P's relation to computer-aided design and manufacturing 
(CAD and CAM) is analagous to traditio.nal process planning.'s relation to 
design and manufacturing; i.e., CAPP is a major, if not the major, bridge 
between CAD and CAM. Based on a given part's design attributes, CAPP 
determines the routing sequence of the part for manufacturing. 
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In the ideal advanced automated process planning system, process plans would 
be generated for parts displayed on a CAD system, such as a three- dimensional 
solids modeling system. Based on the part material, 
• 
size, geometry and 
indicated tolerances, the planning software would determine the required 
production sequence, the specifics of which would be stored in a higher-level 
producti0n control system. Numerical control (NC) programs for parts would 
be generated through the CAD system and downloaded to the machinery 
indicated in the process plans. 
Automated process planning consists mainly of two types: variant and 
generative. Of the two types, variant has been the most widely developed up 
to the present point in time. 
2.2.1 VARIANT PROCESS PLANNING 
Variant, or retrieval process planning, uses the similarities among the 
design and manufacturing attributes of parts to form and retrieve process plans. 
A process plan that can be used by a family of parts is known as a standard 
plan [4 ]". Standard plans are stored permanently in a database, each plan' 
having a family number as its key. The digits in each number indicate 
geometric and/or manufacturing specifications, depending on the part family. 
The detail indicated by the digits can be as extensive as desired_, although 
extremely long codes (roughly beyond twenty digits) are not recommended. 
When it has been determined that a new part belongs to a certain family, 
the family standard plan is retrieved from the computer's database. Once 
retrieved, the stan.dard plan is modified if necessary to "fit" the new component. 
The machine routing might be th.e sa·me, but specific operations required at each 
station may differ. The complete process plan must document the operations as 
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well as the sequence of machines which the part rnust undergo [8]. 
1'he preparatory stage, in which cornponents arc coded, classified and 
grouped into faniilies, is very labor-intc~ns~ve 18]. Such work forrns the basis of 
group technology ((;1"), the concept in which th<' parts are grouped according to 
their design and/or rnanufact.uring attributes. ]\eing able to code parts 
according to their attributes not· only provides for an organized systcrn of parts 
grouping, but aJso tends to elirninate dur>lication of planning and associated 
work. (;roovpr and Zirruners in [8, p .. 27fi-278] rite an irnportant advantage of 
the (; rr concept: 
[In a given machine shop,] there is a lathe section, 
milling machine section, drill press section, and so 
on. During the machining of a given part, the 
workpiece must be moved between sections, with 
perhaps the same section being visited several times. 
This results in a significant amount of material 
handling, a large in-process inventory, usually more 
stops than necessary, long manufacturing lead times, 
and high cost. [But grouping workparts into families 
allows for] ... machines arranged into cells. Each 
cell is organized to specialize in the 
manufacture of a particular part family. Advantages 
are gained in the form of reduced workpiece handling, 
lower setup times, less in-process inventory, less 
floor space, and shorter lead times. Some of the 
manufacturing cells can be designed to form 
production flow lines, with conveyors used to 
transport workparts between machines in the cell. 
()nee the preparatory stage is gone through, the production stage 
cornple.tes the variant planning procc~ss through the' input of the fJart code to a 
part farrrily search routine to deterrr1ine the farnily to which the part belongs. 
1"he standard plan is retrieved and ~fitted" to the part, and other functions, 
including pararneter selection and standard tirne calculations, can also be added 
to rnakc the systerr1 rnore corrip]ctc 14]. 
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Figure 2 on the next page summarizes the procedure used in a retrieval process 
planning system. The matrix file contains the standard plan records for all the 
part families in the system. The standard machine routing and operation 
sequence for the family are retrieved from the machine routing file and 
operation sequence file, respectively. The human operator then edits the plan. 
2.2.2 GENERATIVE PROCESS PLANNING 
The objective of generative process planning is to automatically create a 
unique process p]an for each individual part to be manufactured. The ultimate 
form of generative planning would exclude any and all human intervention in 
plan development. The structure of the generative system involves, at least to 
an extent, "'capturing the logic" used in creating traditional process plans. The 
computer utilizes a set of algorithms to program through the various technical 
and logical decisions to\.vard a. final plan for manufacturing [8]. 
A vrry complete description of the part m.ust be given to the system in 
generative planning. Although this may involve use of ·some form of part code 
number to summarize the workpart data, it does not involve the retrieval of 
existing standard plans; rather, the generative CAPP system attempts the design 
of the optirnal process sequence based on an analysis of part geometry, material, 
and other factors which influence n1anufacturing decisions [8). Besides the use 
of code, input to the process planning system can also be made by means of 
CAD and description language. 
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Input to the process planning system can be done directly from the CAD 
database [5]. Use of CAD models in CAPP can eliminate the human effort of 
translating a design into a code or other descriptive form [4). A three-
dimensional or solids model can provide complete detail of a part's geometry, as 
well as information for the necessary planning functions. However, additional 
code is needed to specify the machined surface shape from the raw material 
shape before an algorithm can be designed which will identify a general 
machined surface from a CAD model [4]. 
Specially designed part description languages or programs which prompt 
the user to input such parameters as those dealing with part material, geometry 
and dimensions, can provide detailed information for process planning systems. 
A language or prompting program can be designed to provide all of the 
information required for the necessary functions of a process planning system [4:. 
\1os1 systerr1s \V hich use their own special description language rant ain a surface 
shape rod(·. dirnc'nsions~ and technological data ·4 ·. For a con1plex rornponent. 
the translation of the original design to the input language can be very tedious 
and difficult [4]-. 
There are t\vo basic methods of forming generative process plans: forward 
planning and back\\·ard planning. For\\·ard planning is the more traditional 
method, in which the planning process begins with the raw workpart and 
"operates" on it until it has the characteristics of the finished piece [5]. Chang 
and Wysk in [ 4] note that the problem with forward planning lies in the 
number of degrees of freedom involved. The rough workpiece 
• 
1S the 
precondition in forward planning. In many processes which start with a rough 
surface condition, the intermediate processing affects the final component quality. 
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Before the part is finished, however, poorly defined preconditions and an 
undefined interrnediate goal tend to cornplicatc the planning task. 
In backward planning, the pr<-1condition to the1 J>lanning process is the 
detailed specification of the) finished part. J>Janning then· proceeds by 
deterrnining the appropriate process<)s which "fill in" the part. As the filling 
process proceeds, the tole.ranee and surface finish are both degraded. This 
sequence continues until a solid block of rnaterial is reached, which signifies that 
the process plan is cornplete. The objt:)rt.ive of reaching the final solid block of 
starting rnaterial can easily l)ci n1et in this rnanncr. Searching for subsequent, 
less accurate rnat.erial and proc(~s·s specificat.ior1s during planning can generally be 
acrornplished easily. 
J{egardless of the generative planning rnethod used, sorne type of decision 
logic rnust be used to deterrnin<· ho\\' and \\·hich processes are t:o he selected for 
giv<·11 .design sperifiratior1s :,l. rl'lu· four tnajor \\1ays of structuring decision logic 
ar<' 1) translating <·xpr<·ssions of process capabilities into co1nput:<·r language. 2) 
use of decision trees, 3) use of decision tables, and .4) artificial int.elligence {Al) 
[4 J. 
r}~ ] • rans at1ng process in forrnation frorn sources such as process boundary 
tables and data handbooks into cornJHJt<·r forrn. such 
. 
as 1n 
stat(~rnents, is an effective rnethod by which to code decision logic. Depending 
on the arnount of planning data to b<· incorporated, however, the resulting 
prograrns can be very long, as well as inefficient. And as the code becornes 
rnore custornized, it becomes rnorc inflcxi ble with respect. to modification. 
When decisi<>r1 trees used 
. decision logic, conditions (or IF .are lJI 
~taternents) are set <>n branches of the tree and predetermined actions are 
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located at the junction of each branch [4). A computer-coded decision tree can 
be directly translated into a program flowchart, with different branches being 
taken for true and false conditions. Although the approach is relatively 
straightforward, modification and expansion of the program can prove difficult, 
since that which "flows off the branches" depends on what has been "built at 
the base." 
Use of decision tables in decision logic usually requires the use of a special 
decision table language to implement the table and control the operation of the 
table [ 4]. Through this method, a base language describes the contents 
(parameters and queries) of a decision table in a manner which is basically 
easier than implementing the logic in a procedure-oriented language. Use of 
decision tables is especially beneficial when large amounts of decision data are 
to be. programmed. 
l.1se of artificial intelligence in forrning derision logic largely involves 
applying _process kno~'ledge to a rorn.ponc·nt in a logical rnanr1er. Having a fast 
deduction capability, Al systems have potential to plan a workpart by 
considering interrelations.hips among surfaces, as opposed to the surface-by-
surface planning of other approaches. No advance·d process planning systems to 
date incorporate Al logic, however. 
Chang ·and Wysk in [ 4] note the following ad-vantages of generative process 
planning: 
1. Rapid generation of consistent process p I ans. 
2. Planning of new components as easy as that of existing ones. 
3. Potent i a I interface with an a-utomated man_uf actu ring f ac i I i ty to 
prov·i de deta i I ed and up-to·-date contro I information. 
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As has already been indicated, a specific set of rules by which part process 
planning is accomplished simply does not exist. The logic of process planning is 
not "cut and dry." As a result, the task of designing algorithms containing 
process planning logic is a formidable one. In order to implement a successful 
set of decision rules, Chang and Wysk in [4] state that the fol1owing 
requirements must be met: 
1. Process planning logic must be identified and captured. 
·2. The work part must be c I ear I y and precise I y defined in a 
computer-compatibleformat (e.g 3-D model, GT code, etc.) 
3. The captured process planning logic and the part description 
data must be incorporated into a unified manufacturing 
database. 
A process planning system is generally used to generate process plans for a 
specific manufacturing systen1, so that a good process plan for one production 
setup rnight not b<) suitabl~ for anothPr. since th<• syst<·rns could have diffprcnt 
tools, machines, and .process capabilities :sj. A generative system rnust be built l • 
to meet the specific needs of a manufacturing system [5]. If a more generalized 
generative process planning system is to be designed, it must be flexible enough 
to. be easily modified in order to take on the characteristics of an individua] 
production system [ 5]. 
Provision should also be made in the system for expandability and system 
interface (5]. As new matetials- and processes are incorporated, it becomes 
necessary to update the process planning system accordingly. And as alluded to 
earlier, the interface between process planning and design and manufacturing 
must be efficiently designed. 
involves the use of CAD. 
In the truly generative system, this largely 
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lJp to the present point in tirnc, no pur(dy generative (~APP systern has 
been developed for industrial us(l. 
reasons for this a8 fol lows: 
~:rnerson and llarn in 17, p.160] explain the 
[The non-existence of a purely generative CAPP system] is 
due to the technological lack in several areas at present. 
First, the generative system requires as input a complete 
description of the part to be planned, which should be 
available from a computer-aided design (CAD) 
representation of the part. However, to date the 
translation of CAD graphical code into information useful 
to the CAPP function has not been effectively implemented 
for the general case. Other areas .... which hamper 
efforts toward a generative system are in the realm of 
software to perform process selection and sequencing, 
cutting conditions optimization, selection of tooling 
and materials, a comprehensive manufacturing technology 
database, etc. 
(~A]> J> systPtns \V h ir h req u i rC' h u rnan input 
. 
lrl coding parts for group 
. 
t <'-C hn o I ogy ar<· riot totally SI ll C(' a t rulv g c · n er at iv(' sys t <' n 1 w ou Id 
r( 1quir<· 110 hurn;;_n intc·rfarf'. 'l'hus. bC'sidC's sona• .g<'IH'rat ive systC'rns \vhich are , 
st i 11 . ]I) rcsearc h stag<'s~ n 1ost planning systcn1s Vii' hi ch u ti liz<' the generative 
ronccpt should b<· t.ernied "'sPrni-grnerat_ivc.,, 
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Chapter 3 
DESIGN OF THE PROCESS PLANNING 
ALGORITHM 
3.1 STRUCTURED HIERARCHY 
The algorithm developed was implemented using structured programming; 
i.e., the logic of the associated program is addressed hierarchically in modules. 
The various tasks are performed by blocks of code. The higher-level blocks are 
more overall in scope, whereas the lower-level blocks perform a more narrow 
range of \\'ork, but in greater depth. 
Such a structure not only provides for efficient program design, but also 
facilitates the user's understanding of the sequ.en·ce of events which are to take 
place. Figure 3 on the following page shows the overall structure of the 
algorithm . 
. i\s \\as noted earlier. the rnain progran1. invokes the rnain p.rocedure. FILL., 
which in turn invokes the procedures representing the various tools used. 
Procedures FS1 through FS18 represent end mills used in milling straight slots. 
Procedures J?Tl through FT6 represent T-slot cutters. Procedure FVl 
represents a peripheral V-slot cutter. And procedures FDl and FD2 represent 
dovetail cutters. Also as previously indicated., each of these 27 tool procedures 
calls its own three subprogram~: function POSSIBLE, function ECONOMICAL, 
and procedure PLAN. 
The algorithm is structured according to the previous definitons of the 
machining and process planning functions. The machining fu.nction as defined 
works forward, whereas the process .planning function works backward. 
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As was alluded to earlier, it is not mandatory that backtracking take place 
during process planning. Barash et al in [ 1], however, note that in forward 
process planning the major difficulty lies in the expression "keeping the goal of 
the finished hole in mind." Decision rules required for forward planning for 
such a goal are complex and difficult to develop. 
further state: 
Barash et al in [I, p.35-36] 
The backward procedure for automated process planning 
works toward an extremely simple goal: solid metal. The 
simple description of the goal makes the decision rules 
for reaching it much simpler. In process planning, the 
question is always, what operation or operations will 
produce this machined surface? Using the ... [structured] 
approach, it is sufficient at each step to describe just 
one operation that will produce the surface directly. 
Once the operation is known, it is comparatively simple to 
describe a surface to which it can be applied, a less 
worked surface. The less worked surface picked should be 
closer to metal than the surface resulting from the 
operation. 
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3.2 STRUCTURE OF THE MAIN PROGRAM 
The main program serves two major purposes. The first is to invoke the 
main procedure, FllJl.,, which in turn invokes the various tool procedures. The 
second purpose is to output the process plan. 
The user initially specifies whether or not he would like to read the ma~r 
decision rules of the program. If the answer is 'yes', the main program invokes 
procedure D01IELP, which prints a list of the salient features of the program 
]ogic. Next, the user indicates which type of slot is to be planned. Depending 
on the type selected, the main program then invokes one of four procedures 
which draw profiles for straight, T, V, and dovetail slots. These profiles aid 
the user in picturing the slot with the associated parameters for which he must 
subsequently input data values. 
planning output in Appendix B. 
The parameters are located in the process 
()nee t bf' parameters are sr)ecifi:ed, the main program invokes procedure 
FILL. .i\fter invoking FILJL . .it outputs an appropriate rnessage if no process 
plan can be specified with the information as input. Otherwise, it outputs the 
process plan. It first invokes procedure OUTDATA, which prints the values of 
the parameters. as they ,vere input. Second, it prints the route sheet. Third, it 
prints the operation sheet. ~"'inally, it asks the user whether he wants to once 
again observe the input data, allows him to change the d.ata, and provides for 
another run to be made, either with the same or with modified data. 
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3.3 STRUCTURE OF THE MAIN PROCEDURE 
Procedure FILL is called by the main program each time a process plan is 
to be determined. FILL calls the group of Fi subprograms representing the 
tools to be used. It continues to call the Fi procedures until a complete process 
plan for the machined surface is had. The input to FILL is mws. Given this 
input, FILL '4fills in" the slot as the algorithm backtracks toward a block of 
solid metal. 
Depending on the type of slot to be planned, FILL invokes a certain set 
of F. procedures. 
I 
For example, if a T-slot is to be planned, then the Fi 
procedures representing both straight end mills and T-cutters are invoked, since 
at least one pass with a straight mill must be made before the crossbar of the 
~T·' itself can be machined. If the slot is of the simple straight, V, or dovetail 
types~ then only Fi procedures representing the respective slot types are invoked. 
Figure 4 on the follo\\·ing page depicts profiles of each of the four types of slots 
considered herein. 
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Figure 4. Milling cutter profiles 
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A high-level view of the pseudocode for procedure FILL is as follows: 
procedure FILL (mws); 
begin 
for a I I i do 
begin 
F.(mws,found); 
I 
if found then 
begin 
store( lws,opr); 
if lws=metal then 
stop 
else 
F. 
I 
end 
e I se 
F. 
I 
end 
end. 
After the parameters for a particular operation or pass are determined, FILL 
calls the procedure which was 'found' and used to make the last pass, since a 
given tool may make two or rnore passes in succession. If the tool is not 
suitable to make another pass, then the next tool procedure is invoked, and so 
forth, until all the. tool procedures for the particular slot type have been 
invoked, or lws==metal, whichever comes first. The parameters for each cut are 
stored for later output of the process plan. 
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3.4 STRUCTURE OF THE TOOL PROCEDURES 
Each of the F. tool procedures determines the technical and 
I 
• 
economic 
feasibility of using the tool it represents, as well as the values of the process 
-plan parameters of the given pass. Each Fi procedure has the following basic 
structure: 
PROCEDURE Fi (mws, found) ; 
begin 
end. 
if POSSIBLE then 
begin 
end' 
else 
ECONOMICAL; 
if ECONOMICAL then 
PLAN 
else 
foun.d:=FALSE 
found:=FALSE 
A list of the tools used in the program is contained in Appendix A. As is 
indicated in [l], technical feasibility involves the ability of the Fi to ·produce, in 
this case_, the mws. The domain of the process planning function is the set of 
all the machined surfaces which can be produ.ced by the machining operations. 
The domain of an individual F. function is a subset of this set. 
I 
The three subprograms invoked by each F. I procedure, POSSIBLE, 
ECONOMICAL, and PLAN, are kept strictly separate, and their order is always 
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I 
the same. As Barash et al point out, separation of subprograms makes a 
program easier to understand and less prone to errors, especially when 
modifications are to be made. These goals are met by keeping the order of the 
three subprograms constant. 
3.4.1 FUNCTION POSSIBLE 
In each F. procedure, a call ..,is made to boolean function POSSIBLE to 
I 
determine the technical feasibility of tool use. The factors which determine 
whether a tool can be used, and which are in put by the user, are as follows: 
1 .. Work Material Type. 
The program determines process p I ans for workpieces of carbon 
stee I, I ow a I I oy stee I, and a I I oy a I um i num. 
2. Work Material Hardness. 
The a I I owab I e BHN readings in the program are 125 to 175 for 
both carbon stee I and I ow a I I oy stee I, and 30 to 80 for a I I oy 
aluminum. 
3. SI ot Depth. 
A tool cannot be used to machine the finish pass of a slot if 
the ax i a I I ength of its cutting edge is I ess than the depth 
of the s I o t . In add i t i on , the p r o g ram assumes th a t the 
machine tools being used are capable of tolerances of up to 
+/- .0762 mm (+/- .003 in). For dovetai I slots, the depth 
to I era nee indicated must correspond to that of the too I 
itself. 
4. Slot Width. 
For straights I ots, the to I erance on the width can be no 
tighter than +.0762 mm (+.003 in). One set of end mi I Is is 
capable of +.0762 mm tolerance, while the other is capable 
of +.127 mm (.005 in) tolerance. Thus, if a tolerance is 
spec i f i e d as t i g h te r th a n + • 12 7 mm , then a too I of + • 07 6 2 mm 
ca pa b i I i t y w i I I be u s e d . 0th e r w i s e , a too I of . 1 2 7 mm 
capabi I ity wi 11 be used. 
The width of the T-slot is defined as the width of that 
po rt i on of the s I o t cut by the end m i I I . Th i s w i d th must be 
greater than the width of the neck of the T-cutter (A in 
Figure 4b, page 23). 
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For dovetai I slots, the width is defined as the diameter 
of the base of the cutter. The user must input a tolerance 
which is no tighter than that on the cutter base. 
No width tolerance is defined for V-slots. 
6. Horizontal Width. 
The width of the crossbar of the T-slot, i.e. the horizonta I 
portion of the T-slot (which is actua I ly cut by the T-cutter), 
is defined as the horizontal width. Tolerances on the 
hor i zonta I width, which must be indicated by the user, can be 
no tighter than those of the T-cutter. 
6. Hori zonta I Depth. 
The depth, or height, of the crossbar of the T-slot is 
defined as the hor i zonta I depth. Here as we I I, to I erances 
no tighter than those on the height of the T-cutter (C in 
Figure 4b, page 23) must be indicated by the user. 
7. Angle Size. 
The double angle size for a V-slot and the single angle size 
for a doveta i I s I ot (A in Figure 4c and d, page 23) must be 
indicated by the user. The program only determines process 
plans for angles of 60 degrees. 
POS·SIBLE examines these attributes of the input mws to determine which ones 
are within the acceptable ranges of values. If all are \\'ithin range, it returns 
the value TRUE, and the Fi procedure then calls the next subprogram. 
Otherwise, it returns the value FALSE, and no further analysis is performed for 
the current F.. The next F. procedure is then invoked by procedure FILL. 
l I 
3.4.2 FUNCTION ECONOMICAL 
Once the F. procedure has performed its initial task of determining 
I 
whether the input mws is in its domain, it subsequently determines whether the 
use of the tool is cost-efficient by invoking boolean function ECONOMICAL. It 
returns the value TRUE if it determines that it is economical to use the given 
tool, the value FALSE otherwise. In so·me cases, such as in t'he use of a T-
cutter, the use of the tool is always determined to be economical if its use has 
previously been determined as possible. In other cases, su.ch as during the use 
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of end mills, the economy of a tool's use is determined by tolerance factors. 
For example, if a straight slot with a width tolerance for minimum material 
condition of 19.05 +.127 mm (. 75 +.005 in) is required, a 19.05 mm diameter 
tool with a positive tolerance on the diameter of .0762 mm ( .003 in) will not, 
be economical, even though it is possible to use the tool. Instead, a tool with 
a +.127 mm (+.005 in) diameter tolerance is used. The next F. procedure is I 
invoked if the value returned for ECONOMICAL is FALSE. 
-3.4.3 PROCEDURE PLAN 
If a tool's use is determined to be economical, the parameters for 
performing the particular pass are obtained next as the tool procedure invokes 
procedure PLAN. PLAN plans the lws and opr. Output of PLAN consists of 
the parameters for the route and operation sheets. The parameters of the route 
sheet inc Jude the operation number~ operation .description., and indication of the 
rnarhinP t.ool equipn1ent used. On the· operation sheet are output the operation 
number, indications of the too] and tool material involved,. and the speed, feed; 
and depth of cut associated with each pass. An example process plan as output 
by the program for each of the four types of slots considered is contained in 
Appendix B. 
In order to determine the process plans, the program steps through a 
series of if-then-else statements in procedure PLAN which are related to such 
factors as whether the present pass is to be rough or finish, whether the work 
material is carbon steel, low alloy steel or· aluminum alloy, and what the 
specific depth of cut is. Depending on the results of these conditions, the speed 
and feed, as obtained from the Machining Data Handbook, are determined and 
stored in an array for" later output. Since the program is backtracking, the 
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depth of cut is subtracted from the depth of the mws, which now becomes the 
new lws. Thus, the slot is being "filled in." 
As .. the procedure determines the depth of cut, it must use some of the 
process planning logic incorporated within it. For straight slots, the tightest 
tolerance for the width is +.0762 mm (.003 in). For the depth of a straight 
slot, the tightest allowable tolerance is defined as + /- .0762 mm. If the 
tightest allowable tolerance is specified for the width and/or depth, then the 
program recognizes that a finish pass and at least one roughing pass must be 
rnade. The depth of cut for a finish pass has been defined to equal . 79375 mm 
(1/32 in). The speed for the finish pass is increased by one-third of that for a 
rough pass of equal depth of cut. The feed for the finish pass is decreased by 
one-third of that for a rough pass of equal depth of cut. These figures were 
not derived mathematically. 
. . 
'fhey have been incorporated because past 
experiencf' has indicatPd that they provide very acceptable results. l~sing such 
judgment is often the best. a proc<·ss planner can do. sincP derivation of a 
robust rnodel to determine such parameters has not yet been accomplished. 
Based o:n the data obtained -from the Machining Data Handbook, the 
depth of cut for any end m·ill cannot exceed the diameter of the cutter. If the 
depth which remains to be cut is greater than the cutter diamet~.r, then one 
pass is made at a depth of cut eq·ual to the cutter diameter, and one at a 
depth of cut less than the cutter dian1eter. For the tools being used, the final 
total depth. cannot exceed twice the cutter .diameter. For example, a 25'.4 mm 
(1 in) diameter end mill cannot machine a total depth greater than 47.625 mm 
( 1-7 / 8 in), since this is the total axial length of the cut ting edge. 
To illustrate the logic involved, let it be supposed that a straight slot of 
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width 25.4 mm (1 in) is to be milled, with a minimum material condition of 
25.4762 mm (1.003 in). The depth of the slot is to be 44.45 mm (1-3/4 in), 
with minimum and maximum material conditions of 44.5262 mm (1.753 in) and 
44.3738 mm (1.747 in), respectively. Since the tolerance on the width is equal 
to .0762 mm (25.4762-25.4 == .0762), and the depth tolerance equals + /-.0762 
mm, a finish pass will be made. The algorithm will first determine the 
parameters of the final pass, and then will backtrack. The final pass is the 
finishing pass, \vhich will be made with a 25.4 mm diameter end mill of .0762 
mm width tolerance. The depth of cut will be .79375 mm (1/32 in). 
B_acktracking, and assuming that the minimum material condition now exists on 
the total slot depth, the new depth to be cut is 44.5262-. 79375 - 43. 73245 mm. 
The finish depth of cut of .79375 mm must a.Iso be applied ~o the slot width. 
Assuming that the minimum material condition now exists on the width, the 
new width becomes 25.4762-(2)(.79375) =- 2:1.8887 mm. 
For the next pass, the too] used will be) a 23.8125 rnm (15/16 in) 
diameter end mill with. width tolerance of .0762 mm (23.8125 +.0762 · 23.8887 
mm). Since the depth remaining to be cut exceeds the diameter of cutter, the 
depth of cut for this pass will be equal to the cutter diameter. The total 
remaining depth after this. will be 43. 73245-23.~ ~ 25 =--= 19. 91995 mm (. 78425 in). 
Backtracking, the initial pass \.vill be performed by the same tool, and will have 
a depth of cut of 19.91995 mm, since this is less than the diameter of the 
cutter. 
To summarize, the actual forward sequence of steps for the process plan 
would be output as follows: 
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First pass: depth of cut= 19.91996 mm (.78426 in) 
Second pass: depth of cut= 23.8126 mm (16/16 in) 
Third pass: depth of cut= .79376 mm (1/32 in) 
The same logic is applied in the planning of T-slots. If it is assumed that 
a certain T-slot is to have the same total depth as in the ·previous example, 
and that the width of the vertical portion of the slot (A in Figure 4b, page 23) 
is also the· same as in the previous example, then the process plan for the T-
slot would be the same as that of the previous example, except, of course, that 
.a fourth pass will be needed with the T-cutter to machine the crossbar of the 
'T'. In addition, the depth of cut for the first pass would now be decreased by 
.79375 mm (1/32 in), since this portion of the total depth of cut would now be 
machined by the T-cutter as it finishes the sequence. Thus, the forward 
sequence would consist of the first three passes being performed by the end 
rniUs, and a fourth and final pass pcrforrned by the T-cutter. The T-rutter 
used could be. for {>Xample, a 19.84:~7.1 rnrn {25/32 ill) diarnPter cutter with a 
.328125 mm .. (21/64 in) face width (C in Figure 4b, page 23). The width of 
the slot exceeds the upper width of the T-cutter (A .in Figu-re 4b, page 23-J, 
thus ensuring that the tool can be used to perform the pass. 
The sequences determined by procedure PLAN are less complex for V-slots 
and dovetail slots. As in the case of a vertically milled straight slot, more 
than one pass may be mad~ during the machining of a V-slot with a horizontal 
mill. However, at least for the possibilities considered in this program, the 
same cutting tool will be used in multiple passes of V-slot milling. The total 
depth of the V-slot, as shown in Figure 5, can·not exceed the value h (l)(sin 8): 
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Figure 5. V-slot 
This term represents the maximum depth of cut at which the tool can perform 
(B in Figure 4c, page 2·3). A finish pass with depth of cut equal to . 79375 mm 
(1 /32 in) will be made if a tolerance of + /-.0762 mm ( + /-.003 in) is specified 
on the depth. No plan can be made if a tolerance tighter than this is specified. 
The user rr1ust also input the angle size. As stated earlier. the program only 
determines plans· for slots \vith a double angle size. of 60 degrees. 
- -
If a dovetail slot is to be planned, procedure PLAN determines values for 
a one-pass sequence only. Although it is feasible to perform more than one 
pass - the second being performed wit-h a tool larger than the first in forward 
sequence - the program does not plan for more advanced specifications. The 
user must input the values for the minimum and maximum material conditions 
on the slot width, which were defined earlier as the diameter of the base of the 
cutter plus. or minus acceptable tolerances. Also to be input is the single angle 
size (A in Figure 4d, page 23), which for this case must equal 60 degrees. 
If, for any· given pass specified by procedure PLAN, lws equals solid metal, 
then the plan is cornplete. No further invoking of the Fi procedures takes 
place, and control returns to the main program, which then produces the output 
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of the process planning algorithm. 
A note should be made concerning the speed and feed data in procedure 
PLAN for T, V and dovetail slots. Actual speed and feed data for these types 
• 
of slots, based on experiments or shop practice, were not able to be procured, 
unlike the case for straight slots, whose data were obtained from the Machining 
Data Handbook. Since the data in the Machining Data Handbook are not in 
themselves absolute, i.e., they are not derived from a mathematical model 
proven to determine optimal results, it was decided that speed and feed data for 
the aforementioned types of slots be estimated in a practical manner. As a 
result, the same type of data used for straight slots was used for the other 
three types of slots. The values from the Machining Data Handbook tables 
··" 
which were used are all based on the same criteria: the material type, BHN, 
depth of cut, and width of cut ( slot width). 
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3.5 DATA STRUCTURES WITH RESPECT TO THE 
PROCESS PLANNING FUNCTION 
Data structures processed by the Fi procedures entail the domain and 
range of the process planning function itself. The domain and range are 
specifically defined in the structture of the program. 
3.5.1 DOMAIN OF THE FUNCTION 
The domain of the process planning function consists of the set of slots, 
hbles, and other surfaces able to be machined in workpieces [l]. The domain of 
an individual Fi is a subset of this set [l]. To determine whether an Fi's input 
is a member of its domain, the Fi must evaluate data for both the workpiece 
and the machined surface [1 ]. One element comprising the workpiece is material 
data. 
materia I data= (ma·teria I type: (CARBON STEEL, 
LOW ALLOY STEEL, ALUMINUM ALLOY) ; 
bhn: Brine I I Hardness Number) 
Material data is composed of two sets. One· gives the type of work material, 
the other gives the material hardne.ss. 
Th.e workpiece surface is defined as either a slot or solid metal: 
s u r f a·c e ty p e = ( s I : s I o t , so I i d met a I : ) 
Either a slot has been machined, or a block of solid metal exists. 
Type slot is composed of a series of dimensions: 
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) 
t y p e s I o t = ( d i m : d i mens i on) 
dimension= (width:width;depth:depth; horwidth:horizontaf 
width; hordepth:horizontaldepth; len: length; 
angle:angle) 
width= (smallest, largest:real) 
depth= (smallest, largest:real) 
horizontal width= (smallest, largest:real) 
horizontal depth= (smallest, largest:real) 
length= (nominal length:real) 
an g I e = (an g I e s i z e : i n tege r) 
Two of the major aspects of, for example, a straight slot, are its width and 
depth. If a T-slot is to be considered, two of its major parameters are defined 
as· the width and depth of t.he crossbar, or horizontal bar of the 'T' (D and C, 
respectively, in Figure 4b, page 23). Another major component of any slot is 
its nominal length. An·d for slots such as \/-slots and dovetail slots, the 
respective 9,ngle sizes are .also rnajor componPhts. 
For each of the defined parameters width, depth, horizontal width, and 
horizontal depth, a smallest and largest figure is to be specified; which takes 
tolerances into account. These are specified as real numbers. The nominal 
length of the slot is also specified as a real number. In a more complex 
con text, tolerances would also be specified for slot length, and indication would 
be made of whether the slot wa.s to be machined completely through the piece 
of metal, or only up to a cer'tain length, to be left ·"as milled" or to be further 
mach-ined in .order to have a flat end. The size of the angle on the cutter is 
specified as an integer number. 
A possible second component of a slot is its· surface finish, which describes 
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the measure of roughness along the walls of the :slot. However, the program 
does not require specification of surface finish. 
3.5.2 RANGE OF THE FUNCTION 
The output of the process planning function is the sequence for producing 
the more worked slot. The sequence includes use of an operation, and a less 
worked slot. 
sequence= (us:use; lws:machined surface) 
The lws is as described previously. Use includes data pertaining to the cutter 
and how it is used in the operation. 
use - (id:identification;descr:descriptlon;equip:equipment; 
tlmatl :tool material; params:tool machining parameters; 
depthcut:deplhof cut; widthcut:w1dthof cut) 
params = (tooldia:tool di·ameter; feed:feed; speed:speed) 
Identification indicates which cutting tool is being used, and consists of a 
string of characters. 
Description tells what operation is taking place. F·or example-, the 
description given when a T-cutter of height 5.953 mm (15/64 in) (C in Figure 
4b, page 23) is milling a slot would be the following string of characters: "mill 
horizontal pass 15/64 d.eep." 
Equipment specifies the machine tool used in a particular pass. The 
program identifies the equipment as a vertical rnill if a straight, T, or dovetail 
slot is being machined. If a V-slot is being milled, a peripheral cutter is 
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-required and the equipment is specified as a horizontal mill. Equipment consists 
of a string of characters. 
Tool material is a character string indicating the composition of the 
cutter. In the program, only high-speed steel is considered. Thus, the tool 
material would be output as 'HSS'. 
The tool machining parameters are composed of the tool diameter, feed-
and · speed. Tool diameter and feed are specified as real numbers, while the 
speed is specified as integer. 
The depth of cut is the depth of material machined in a particular pass. 
As was indicated earlier, the depth of cut varies among passes. The sum of the 
individual depths of cut equals the total depth of the slot, which is specified as 
a real number. 
The tool diameter, as noted above, equals the width of the cut. The tool 
diameter is a real number. 
The feed refers to the distance which the tool travels per revolution along 
its cutting path during machining. The program values for feed are real 
numbers, and the associated units are inches per tooth. The values of inches 
per tooth are multiplied by the number of teeth per revolution to determine the 
number of inches traveled per revolution: 
in/rev == (in/tooth)(# teeth/rev) 
The table feed in inches per minute can be obtained by multiplying the inches 
per revolution by the number of revolutions per minute: 
in/min == (in/rev}(# rev/min) 
The speed refers to the rate at which the tool revolves about its linear 
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axis during a pass. The program values for speed are integer numbers, and are 
specified in units of surface feet per minute (sfpm). 
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Chapter 4 
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND 
EXECUTION 
4.1 THE PASCAL PROGRAM 
The process p]anning algoritfim was implemented in a Pascal computer 
program. Because of the language's effective design, a]gorithms and data 
structures defined using structured programming can be translated into Pascal in 
a generally straightforward manner [l]. 
The version of Pascal used for the project is TURBO Pascal, Version 3.0, 
written expressly for use on microcomputer systems. TURBO Pascal closely 
follows the definitions of Standard Pascal, and includes manv ·other standard .., 
procedures and functions as well. 
A copy of the program desc ri bPd herein is maintained by: 
Professor John C. Wiginton 
Department of Industrial Engineering 
Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, PA 18016 
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4.2 OVERLAY AND INCLUDE FILES 
Most of the procedures in the program are overlay procedures, which are 
specified in over]ay files. Over]aying of procedures is required when a program 
is larger than can be accomrnodated bf the computer·s memory. The technique 
is to collect a number of subprograms in one or more files separate from the 
main program file. which will then be loaded automatically one at a time into 
the same area in rr1emory [3J. With overlaying, procedures are called when 
required by the main program. They share the same memory space in the 
main program. Whenever an individual ·overlay procedure is needed, it is called 
and entered into the overlay space in the main program. If another overlav ., 
procedure is .subsequently needed~ it is called and then replaces the overlay 
procedure previously in the overlay space. 
The size of the overlav area in the main program is equal to the size of 
the lar 0 est t, over I av . . ~ procedure. thus ensuring that enough ,vorking spare is 
aYailable to execute each overlay procedure. Such a s\·stem allows for large 
amounts of code to be executed \vithout their: taking up valuable memory space 
for the main program. The principle of the overlay system is shown below in 
Figure 6. 
llain program Overlay files 
file . 000 
Main program code 
< 
overlay procedure One 
Overlay area 0 
overlay procedure Two 
procedure Count file . 001 
Overlay area I ~ overlay procedure Three 
. 
Main program code 
. 
Figure 6. The overlay system (3, p.153 J 
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Most of the Fi procedures are overlayed. All of them, whether overlayed 
.or not, are stored in "include" files. TURBO Pascal performs editing only 
within memory limits the size of the source code which can be handled by the 
editor [3]. However, use of the "include," or "I" compiler directive, allovvs the 
source code to be split up into smaller segments and put back together at 
compile time 13]. Version 3.0 of TURBO Pascal has a RAM of 64K bytes. 
Thus, each of the include files invoked by procedure FILL is no larger than this 
limit. Include files FIRST, FIRST2, and SECOND contain F. procedures for l 
end mills, whereas include file THIRD contains Fi procedures for T, V, and 
dovetail slots. 
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4.3 EXECUTION 
Assuming that the user has accessed the TURBO Pascal package on the 
microcomputer, the sequence to execute the program is as follows. 
After the system displays the main menu, the user should respond by 
indicating that he wants to specify which file he wants to work on: 
>W 
(The '>' sign is the prompt.) 'W' stands for work file. The system will 
then prompt the user by asking which work file is to be indicated, and the user 
responds by entering the file name: 
Work file name:A:SLOTS 
Th(· file the prograrr1 is in is nan1ed ·SLOTS". Thf' ·.1\:· indicates that the file 
is located on the disk in drive A ·of t.he microcomputer. (Since the program 
invokes various files which are specifi·ed as being on drive A, the user must load 
the process planning program disk int.a the A drive.) 
The system will next indicate to the user that the file is being loaded. 
After the program is loaded, the user shou.ld enter ~o' at the next prompt: 
>0 
'0' stands for options, which advances to another menu. After this menu is 
displayed, .the user .enters the following: 
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>C 
'C' here stands for com-file. A com-file must be created before a program 
containing overlaycd procedures, such as the present one, can be compiled. 
Creation of a com-file involves copying the necessary TURBO Pascal software 
for program execution into the file containing the program to be run. This is 
done since TURBO Pascal itself cannot execute programs with overlayed files. 
At the next prompt from the above menu, the user enters the following: 
>Q 
'Q' indicates that the user is finished with the specifications obtainable from the 
previous menu, and that he wants to "quit,., the menu. 
The system now returns to the main menu. The program is now ready to 
bf' con1pi led. Hef ore each initial run of the) program~ the code must be 
processed in order to ensure that no ·syntax or logic-related errors exist in the 
program. The following command must now be given: 
>C 
'C' here stands for .compile. 
After the program has finished co.mpiling, the user responds :by indicating 
to the system that he wants to "quit" using the TURBO Pascal processor: 
>Q 
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At this point, if the user is using an A/B drive system, he must remove 
the program disk from drive A and replace it with a DOS-system disk. As the 
prompt will indicate, he should strike any key after inserting the DOS-system 
disk in order to continue the session. At the next prompt, the user should 
remove the DOS-system disk from drive A and replace it with the program disk 
once again. If the user is using an A/C drive system (drive C being the hard 
disk) with the DOS-system software on the hard disk, then none of the disk-
switching actions is required. 
If an A/C drive system is being used, the next prompt will be 'C>', 
indicating that control has been· transferred to drive C. If an A/B drive system 
is being used, the next prompt will be 'B> ', indicating that control has been 
transferred to drive B. Assuming an A/B drive system is being used, the user 
should respond to the prompt as follows in order to reallocate control to drive 
A: 
B>A: 
The control, or lo·g .drive, is now drive A. At th·e next prompt, the user 
indicates that program SLOTS is to be run: 
A>SLOTS 
·This command accesses th·e actual program. 
The first program prompt reads as follows: 
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE MAJOR DECISION RULES OF THE PROGRAM (Y/N)? 
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As was indicated earlier, answering 'Y' to this results in the output of a list of 
the main features of the program logic. Pressing any other key will indicate a 
negative reply. 
The next prompt is as follows: 
WHAT TYPE OF SLOT IS TO BE PLANNED? 
1) STRAIGHT 
2) T 
3) V 
4) DOVETAIL 
ENTER NUMBER OF DESIRED SLOT: 
Here the number of the desired slot is input. 
The user is next prompted to enter data values for the slot parameters, as 
are specified for the example slots of Appendix B. A profile of the slot to be 
planned is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Once the data are inpl)t, the 
user is asked: 
ARE ALL INPUT DATA ACCEPTABLE (Y/N)? 
If the user sees that any of the data were entered incorrectly, a reply of any 
character other than 'Y' should be input. 
entered, the next prom.pt reads: 
If sornething other than 'Y' is 
ENTER NUMBER OF PARAMETER TO BE CHAN·GED: 
Here the user enters the number corresponding to the parameter to be modified. 
Depending on w:hich number is entered, the program will then prompt with the 
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name of the appropriate parameter, and wait for the user to enter the revised 
value. Once the user has entered the value, the program again prompts: 
ARE ALL INPUT DATA ACCEPTABLE (Y /N) .? • 
0 
The sequence continties in the same fashion as above until the user is satisfied 
with the input. When satisfied, pressing 'Y' will result in the continuation of 
the program. The user is then prompted with the f ollowin-g: 
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
At this point, the main program invokes procedure FILL, and the details 
of the process plan are obtained. If the input slot values were all found to be 
acceptable by FII.JL. they are once again output as originally specified. and the 
prograrn again prornpts as follo\vs: 
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
Once · a key is pressed, the route sheet and ope.ration sheet are printed on the 
( 
screen. The next prornpt then reads: 
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE PARAMETER VALUES LAST INPUT (Y/N)? 
Replying in the affirmative will result in the drawing of a slot profile on the 
screen, along with output of the parameter values as they were specified by the 
user. The next prompt is then displayed: 
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DO YOU WISH TO MODIFY THE DATA AND/OR OBTAIN 
A PLAN FOR THE SAME PARAMETERS (Y/N)? 
lf the user indicates that he wants to rnodify the data in order to obtain 
another process plan ( or a process plan if none was obtained under the initial 
parameter data), the following p"rorr1pt is once again displayed: 
ARE ALL INPUT DATA ACCEPTABLE (Y/N)? 
rJ'he user then continlJPS the same sequence as bPfore, and the program will ·oncP 
again output, or attempt to output, the process plan along with the data as 
spec i fipd ~ 
If th<' user dc>PS not \\·ish to rnodify th<· data~ or do<·s rrot \Vant to 0J1cc· 
again obsc)rvc· L}H) data originally input, h(• sirnply prPssPs any k('Y othc·r than 
~v'. rrh(' prograrn then prompts with the following: 
IS THERE ANOTHER PROCESS TO BE PLANNED (Y/N)? 
Answering in the affirrr1ative to this prompt will result in the user's being asked 
once again if he~ desires to see the major decision rules of the program. The 
progra1n t.hen continues as has been previously described. Otherwise, the user 
presses any key other than 'Y', and the progra,n run terrr1inatcs. 
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Chapter 5 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The algorithm as programmed is largely generative, excluding the fact that 
human interaction with the system is required for data input and verification. 
Given the specifications of a finished slot, the program generates feasible process 
plans. 
The program is of considerable length., largely due to the specification of 
numerous values for cutting speeds apd feeds under the various conditions. 
110\\:ever, development and subsequent incorporation of appropriate equations to 
calculate speeds and feeds would help to lessen the overall program length 
considerably. This would be especially significant in the interests of program 
• 
expansion. 
The machining n1ethods used are alike in having identical structures: each 
is a way to transform a given rnachined surface into anoth·er [2'.. 1"'he similarity 
and the lack of interaction among the methods permit efficient development and 
use of the process planning procedures. As Barash et al point out in [2J, a new 
Fi procedure can be used in a program once the correctness of the Fi has been 
verified. A collection of correct F/s cannot generate incorrect output. The F. 
. I 
procedures do not interact, and are treated identically .by the main procedure· 
[ 2J. 
Because it has such a structure as detailed· above, this program can be 
expanded easily without increasing complexity. Furthermore, as is in·dicated in 
[2], the resulting scope can be greater than that of a decision-tree type of 
program, which grows in complexity until it becomes uneconomical to verify. 
Addition of more tool procedures and modification of existing procedures in the 
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present type of program are relatively straightforward, and has no impact on 
the other procedures, since all the procedures are independent. 
p\ocess capabilities can be implemented in an effective manner. 
4.9 
Thus, new 
Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION 
< 
The. semi-generative program for determining sequences in machining slots 
is an effective means for obtaining process plans. Given a final slot 
specification, and invoking a limited set of cutting tool procedures, the 
algorithm programmed determines a feasible sequence of tool passes to machine 
the slot. 
Besides being used for obtaining feasible process plans, the program can 
also be used for educational purposes as a means of introducing the novice to 
th_e fundamentals .of process planning and acquainting him with some of the 
logic involved. 
The structure of the program is such that it cou.ld be readily expanded 
and incorporated as a n1ajor component of a large-scale cornputer-integrated 
rnanufacturing systPrn. 
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Chapter 7 
AREAS OF FUTURE WORK 
As was noted earlier, this work was largely based on that of Barash et al 
in [1], which involved process planning in the drilling of holes. The ultimate 
goal would be to integrate that system, the system described herein, and other 
.. -
systems which would plan for the machining of contoured surfaces, into a 
complete process planning package. Such a system would be able to plan 
process sequences for parts of complex geometry. Implementation of such a 
system, however, would be an extremely formidable task at the present time. 
In addition, much work would have to be done to expand the capabilities of the 
existing systems, as well as to develop a system for the planning of contoured 
surf aces. 
The crPation of ·a system such as that mentioned· a·bove could possibly be 
facilit.at(ld and/or complemented by interfacing the system \\'ith C/\D facilities. 
An advanced generative system would determine a -process plan once the 
geometric views of the part w.ere downloaded to the CAD system. Use of a 
solids modeling system would provide the process planning program with the 
most detailed information. Here again, however, the tas·k at present of 
integrating such facilities would surely prove a difficult one. 
A subsequent task would be to incorporate the process planning package as 
part of a computer-integrated man·ufacturing setup in which the system would 
download the NC program for a part to the appropriate machine tool(s) once 
the process plan was determined. The advanced, integrate.cl system might also 
pro1npt the process .planner and/ or designer concerning the necessity of tight 
tolerances, extensive material usage, and extraordinary part feature~. 
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Appendix A 
PROGRAM MILLING CUTTERS 
1.1 SINGLE END MILL 
.. 
,----r-----
.• f 
. 
D 
I 
. I 
• --- -·--- ·~~ --- -------------. ~ . 
Tolerance on D: +.003 in 
D W 
1/2 1 
9/16 1-3/8 
5/8 1-3/8 
11/16 1-5/8 
3/4 1-5/8 
13/16 1-7/8 
7/8 1-7/8 
15/16 1-.7 /8 
1 1-7/8 
1.2 SINGLE END MILL 
I----,--------------------1 
I ·. f 
I D •. ) 
,, --- -----~--~--· l 
~-~ -. - - --- w 
Tolerance on D: +.005 in 
D w 
----- -----
1/2 1 
9/16 1-,3/8 
5/8 1-3/8 
11/16 1-,5/8 
3/4 1-5/8 
13/16 1-7/8 
7/8 1-7/8 
15/16 1-7/8 
1 1-7 /8· 
--··---~~~ 
/ 
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2. T -SLOT CUTTER 
.-s • 
----··-·····-~- D --
To I erances: On D, 
On W, 
On S, 
D w 
-----·-- -----
9/16 16/64 
21/32 17/64 
25/32 21/64 
31/32 25/64 
1-1/4 31/64 
1-15/32 5/8 
3. V-SLOT CUTTER 
·\ 
' '. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
• 
t 
w 
; 
I 
' ... 
-.010 • 1n 
-.006 • 1n 
-.0005 . 1n 
s 
-----
1/2 
1/2 
3/4 
3/4 
1 
1 
6- i n d i a mete r , 1- 1 / 2 i n f ace w i d th , 6 0 deg do u b I e a n g I· e . 
4. DOVETAIL CUTTER 
t 
I 
w 
L-,....---,-------------=--~t 
._.. --. ---------- .. --- D 
To I e ran c es : 0 n D , + /-e . 015 i n 
On W, +/-.015 in 
60 deg single angle 
D w 
--·--- ------
3/4 5/16 
1-3/8 9/16 
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Appendix B 
EXAMPLE SLOT PROCESS PLANS 
' 
I 
Output in order:. Straight, T~ \', and Dovetail. 
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**** PAF.AMETEFS FOR ST~AIGHT SL~T •*** 
ll MAXIMUM MATERIAL COND!TIQN FOF: WIDTH (A) 
-
0.87~000 
2) MINIMUM MATEF.IAL CONDITICN FOF WI~TH (A> = 0. 878 1}(11) 
3) MAXIMUM MATEF: IAL CONDITION FOF: S~iJT DE!=·:H CB) - 0. 9~0<)00 
4) MINIMUM MATEi=IAL CONDITION FOF: SLCJT DE'.=·TH < B) 
-
o. 9= 60 1)0 
~) NOMINAL LENG7H OF SLOT= 8.50 
6) MATERIAL TYPE (1.CARPBT. 2.LOWALVST. :.ALALLOY> = l 
7) BHN = 156 
OF** 
-----
1 (1 
OF· # 
OE C;'C:• T t:•"':" '!' 01'1 
. - ·-' .'· J.. • .. 
--------------------·-----------------------------------
ROUGH MILL 
ROUGH MILL. 
FINISH MILL 
---- -----· -----------------------· -------
• -. ' 1 ~- r ·r· 1 -D r •. Er· ' D ..., T LL .I.-· - ... _r-, ..... .
1 '1' 1 ... rr.· !J T ' - E" h,' r, M I ' I 
._1 "'-. • f ~ - r- ., •L • --
!/ P. r r- ' D· I ,-, i:- t .' .-, "" I LL ~ .. ~ -·'4 1""": --4- .. 
- . - . - - ----
He:::: 
---
------------ - - .. 
. . 
l ,_ E"F T T ~ ,, I 
y • ' • -H,._ MILL 
VE=·TTr·'' Mr', I• 4- -:-f"."'1,L.., 1· • L;...-
VEFT I S:AL MILL 
V f d 
G. 109 
70 ,·1 () ,·1 .... c-·- ........... - : .\ -= 1 ~ 
-·--·-
0. ,)()33 r°I ()~ 1· 
. . - -
******* PAFAMETE~S FCF T-~LOT ******* 
1 ) MAXIMUM MATERIAL COND!TION FOF: WID7H ·JN VE~.r::AL BAR <A~ - (.) ·~.,. 7c-00 .... J ...J 
2) MINIML'M MATEFIAL CONDI:ION Fri::· WIDTH C)~ J '.JE': TI r "L BAF: (A) = 0. '?4(1=1)() 
-· 
. .. ._ rl 
3) MAXIMUM MATEF: I AL CONDITION FOR WIO:H ON HOF: I ZCJNTAL BAF: ( C) = 0.958750 
4) MINIMUM MATE~:IAL CONDITION FOF. WIDTH ON HOF: I :O~JTAL BAF: c C) = t). 968750 
5) MAXIMUM MATEF:IAL COND:TION FOF HEIGf-JT ON HOF: I Z'.:'NTAL BAF CD) = •) ~sC:::-6'"'.'C:::-• -· ....J .;,..,,_J 
6) MINIMUM MATEF:IAL CONDITION FCJF HE-:-r..· ·-;-• -t"'.. :JN HOF'!:CNTAL BAF: ( D) = 0. 391)6:= 
7) MAXIMUM MATE:=: I AL. CONDITION FQ~: DE~:H JF SLST < e) - 1 • 100000 
8) MINIMUM MATERIAL CONOITICN FCF: DE~·:H SF SL '.JT < B) - 1. l 1)6 1: 10(• 
9) NOMINA:.. LENGTH OF SLOT = 10. 00 
10) MATE~IAL TYPE (1.CAFPST. :.LOWALVS7. :.ALALLOV) - ~ 
11) BHN = 6: 
=:~~=-
-· ··.--
OF # D~:::F~PTION EG 1_ 1 rc.:·....,ENT 
. . 
---- ---- ... -~------ - - - ------- .· --~------------ ------ - ---------------
1,:, F:Q'J 1~i-' ~ILL 
ROI_!!~-~ ~ ! L~ 
F 'T' td T -:: µ .... I LL ,.!\IJ.-,, ·1 
M I LL HO~· : : Q ~ l : ~ L F ..; '.= = : ~ ,- !: .! DE:::~ 
OF ** Toc l T'/F·C: ._. I I -
****f**'***** 
TC ,-, I .M '" T' . 1_ _ . ,H • - • 
------ ---------- ------------------------. 
10 7/8 IN DIA END M!~~ 
7/8 IN DIA END ~ILL 
15/~6 Tr,J DIA E~·1:· "'':L!... 
c'. • .'..,....., Tt,1 !i I,, ·T- ~· - ·r ,-1 1TTEi:· 
- - - - - • '4 -- r-, • - -· - . - - • • .. -
S7 
HCC 
--
HC::- c: 
·- ..I 
He::: 
--
HS.S 
\ 'E-=·T 1' - -,, M·I· LL. 
./ , .. J._,..._ 
VE.::TI 1:~t... MILL. 
•;i:-.: ·r T .C-0 "! .''"'I LL• . 
-·' ··-r""'1- ,-, 
VE ;:; T • [ :.:,1 M T 1 1 ... 1 ' ·~ .... ...__ 
f d 
4('(1 0. 1) f:18 (= I ,·, . . 1 ~6 
~c:- '·1 o. ,·1, . )..., , . l. ( . I .878 
-
'-' ·-· 
. . . 
6(ll:l I . ) r :1(2•:., 
' 
). O?' 1 . . . 
4t"1,·1 0 . r_:1,:1·31~, •) . ,:,3 1 
******* PAFAMETE~S ~rR V-SLOT ***•~** 
1) DOUBLE ANGLE SI~E (A)= 60 
2) MAX I MUM MATEF: I AL COND ! TI ON FCF: DE~ TH OF SL QT ( B) - 0. ::~1)000 
3> MINIMU!"'I MATERIAL CONDITION ~OR DEP~H ~F SLOT CB) = l).'.:56000 
4) NOMI t'JAL LENG"TH OF SL~T = 7. :: 1: 1 
5) MATERIAL TYPE <l.CARBS7. :.LOWALYS7 .• :.ALALLOY> = 2 
6) BHN = 14':: 
=L-;.::::--
-·, ·-·-. * '* * * ~* * * * t * 
OF· # DESCRIPTION EQUIPMENT 
1 (' 
OF# 
10 
... · . . . . . . . . . ... ·. . . . ---------------
F:D l 10.3 w M IL:... Ar· JC=~!:: 3 :_ OT HOF I Z 1J NT~:... !"1 ILL 
F I I\ I .,. ,- ~ M .,. L ' j'\ ~ ·' r.; ' -. .- L ,..... -· I~~ .'.. = , •· • , J. - ,-, I 4 .: ~ =:. ·· = _. ' 
----------------- ·. ----- .· -------------- -
60 DE·:.. 
60 DE•:::. 
·'"' 
-
...., 
.... 
-
-
-
I ,d 
-
"'." '4 
-·: 
.,. N [' T ,'\ .J-SLOT C:t...·T-Ec:; j, .M 
: !'·.'. :i !A '.'- =L 1::'T ·: '-': ~ E ::.: 
S8 
TOOL MA ~L. 
H,.. -
- -
--
Ho·c:; T -·cf.:tT ·, I '.1.- IJIHL-
·/ f 
M.,.,.' 
.I. L...;.... 
.. -.-~ () ..... __ 
**** PAF~METEPS ~OF DOVE~AIL SLOT**** 
1> SINGLE ANGLE SIZE <A> = 60 
2) MINIMUM DIAMETER OF CUTTER (C) = 0.~:~ooo 
3 > MAX I MUM DIAMETER OF CUTTER ( C) = 0. 7 65•)00 
4) MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITICN FOP DE~TH OF SL~T (~) -
5) MINIMUM MATERIAL CONC!TION ~OR DE?TH JF SLOT CB) 
6) NOMINAL LE~IGTH OF S!...,JT = 1::. ,:1(1 
7) MATERIAL TYPE Cl.CARBST. :.LQWALYST. 3.AL~LL9Y) = 1 
8) 8HN = 1 ::= 
\ 
OP~ DE3CFIP .... I0N EJUIPMENT 
' 
---- ---- .· ---- -------------------------~------------------- ---------------
T :• ,-, ' .., . ·, -.-,! t'...J. __ .Mi._.. V f d 
- . . . . . 
. . 
1 (, 6 n D·E.-:; 7 ·/ 4 n Ir,. c:- :. , ... D~~-=· r,n• .'C"TA I I C' tTTEt::· 
- -J • - ' - ' ::-, • - ' • - -·- - ~ .. ~ . .- - •, • 3S 0 .. ·)O:S ()-.. ""!'':'7· . __ ,..._ 
.. 
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